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Summary of Findings

 The objective of this desk research was to identify best practices for the online 

presentation of itineraries and packages

 We reviewed 20+ websites for a variety of tourism marketing organizations - mostly 

governmental, but also some private sector

 We were struck by the fact that, overall, itineraries are poorly presented. We must 

conclude that the web designers for these organizations do not take a client-centric 

approach to user experience - rather the sites are built around what the organization 

has to offer, as opposed to what the site user is looking for

 We were most impressed by the way in which Newfoundland presents itineraries. They 

are simple to follow and provide easy access to the resources needed by the user to 

fully plan their trip. That said, the site falls short as the itineraries can’t be found based 

on the potential visitor’s needs



Summary of Findings

 For that reason we recommend that EE present its itineraries and packages around three user-defined variables. 

These variables would be searchable:

 Trip duration

 Traveler type – single, couple, family

 Interests - canoeing, cycling, etc.

 Visit Utah’s site is perhaps the best example of this functionality (though only uses 2 of the 3 variables above)



Newfoundland Labrador: 

Customizable Itineraries

 Perhaps the best of all tourism websites 

when it comes to itinerary presentation. 

The site presents 26 itineraries mostly 

built around locations, and a few around 

interests such as birding, whale-watching 

and geology

 Each itinerary is presented with an 

astonishing level of detail, and provides 

resources to plan accommodations and 

dining for each day

 What sets this site further apart from the 

others is the user can customize any one 

of the itineraries

See it 

here

http://itineraryplanner.newfoundlandlabrador.com/itinerary/placenames


Travel Alberta: Official Alberta Travel Planner

 We like the logical presentation of the content in the Official Alberta 

Travel Planner e-pub:

 Divides province into six destinations

 Highlights destinations where the visitor earns “bragging rights”

 Each regional section is described with compelling photos and 

copy, highlights must-see attractions with a checklist and 

concludes with suggested road trips

 That said we are baffled by the use of a PDF (or Flipping Book). 

These provide a lousy user experience, especially on mobile, which 

reduces the likelihood of ending up on page one in search. This 

same content can be presented on a fully responsive website

See it 

here

https://user-hco5y0y.cld.bz/Official-Alberta-Travel-Planner-With-Survey


Travel Alberta: Itineraries

 We like this presentations of the “greatest hits” of Alberta:

 12 different proposed itineraries for Alberta’s most popular 

destinations and attractions

 Itineraries include TripAdvisor ratings for destinations, 

increasing the credibility of the recommendations

 A variety of trip durations are presented

 That said, the presentation is a little haphazard and not organized 

along the lines of geography, interests or trip duration

See it here

https://www.travelalberta.com/ca/plan-your-trip/itineraries/alberta-classics/


Travel Yukon: Planning Tools

 Strong visuals and a clear focus on the outdoors 

dominate the TY website – you can practically smell 

the fresh air from your browser! 

 The website contains a comprehensive set of 

planning tools:

 Six different categories of experiences are 

presented

 Each category has suggest multiples itineraries 

with different themes tuned to different seasons

 Each itinerary presents day-by-day must-sees 

as well resources for planning the trip

See it 

here

http://www.travelyukon.com/Plan


Travel Yukon: Planning Tools

 Another feature we like is the Packages 

presentation on the Plan page of the site:

 Users can display packages according to their 

interests, or the season

 96 different travel packages and tours on offer

See it 

here

http://www.travelyukon.com/Plan


Tourism Thunder Bay: 

Exploring & Adventure

 Positions TB as the gateway to the 

Canada’s great outdoors

 While the site is badly in need of a 

redesign, we like the organization of the 

“Exploring & Adventure”, which presents 

options appealing to a broad range of 

interests

 Outdoor adventures is organized around 

where the activity happens – water, greens, 

trails, etc.

 Ultimately though, the section disappoints –

instead of presenting itineraries, clicking on 

on of the selections reveals operators who 

offer related experiences

See it 

here

http://www.thunderbay.ca/Visiting/Exploring_and_Adventure.htm


Tourism Nova Scotia: Business First

 Instead of pushing itineraries, this section of the TNS website is 

exclusively dedicated to pushing the offerings of individual 

operators:

 Operators are organized around 11 different package 

categories

 Categories like “Nova Scotia Experiences” contain dozens 

of experiences and can be further refined by interest

 Packages can also be selected by region or town

See it 

here

http://www.novascotia.com/packages


Visit Montana: 

Photos, photos

 There are two things we like about the 

Visit Montana website:

 Photos do all the heavy lifting –

there’s very little copy on the top 

level pages

 Clearly they have identified that 

getting to Montana is a major 

impediment for potential travelers. 

So they show you how to get there 

by reading your IP address and 

presenting transportation options by 

air and land from your location

See it 

here

http://www.visitmt.com/places-to-go/trip-ideas.html


Visit Utah: Customized Itineraries

 There are two things we like about the Visit Utah 

website:

 Visitors can find itineraries based by inputting 

three variables – trip duration, destination and 

interest

 Unlike most other sites we’ve seen, the website 

presents options for specific types of visitors –

travelers with children, Boomers and 

multigenerational travelers and international 

travelers

See it 

here

https://www.visitutah.com/plan-your-trip


Chile Travel: “Suitcase”

 There are two features we like about the Chile tourism 

website:

 The website presents exhaustive guides to major 

regions 

 Visitors can save destinations, attractions, etc. to a 

“suitcase”. The feature fails to deliver on its promise, 

however, as users cannot organize these items into an 

itinerary

See it 

here

https://www.visitutah.com/plan-your-trip


Visit Scotland: 

“Holidays”

 While the Scottish Tourism website is 

well-organized and information dense, it 

contains no distinguishing functionality

 We do, however, like the “Holidays” 

section of the site 

https://www.visitscotland.com/which 

organizes destinations and attractions 

around themes which reflect the way 

visitors likely plan their holidays – for 

example, Cheap breaks, City breaks, 

Eco-friendly, Farm stays, Luxury breaks, 

Pet friendly holidays, etc.

See it 

here

https://www.visitscotland.com/


Thread Caravan: 

Artisan Workshops

 We present this private tour operator due to the interesting 

concept around which it packages vacations – artisans:

 This plays directly to the Millennial traveler’s quest for 

unique, and "real” experiences 

 Similar to Airbnb’s “Experiences” feature launched in 

2016, which allows travelers to book tours and 

classes with local experts to facilitate a more 

“immersive” experience.

 Travelers are able to learn about traditional craft production 

in communities where the craft originated or has been 

practiced for generations. In addition to the arts, Thread 

Caravan trips offer adventures unique to each destination.

See it 

here

http://www.threadcaravan.com/


Summary Tables







Market Sizing: Based on

Activities/Interests



Market Sizing

 Using Facebook’s Ad Manager, we estimated the number of users interested in specific 

activities on offer in the EE region

 The counts on the following pages are based on English-speaking users over the age 

of 25, for Canada, the USA and the UK. They are ranked based on the USA.






